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About This Game

"Looks well made and polished."
-Kotaku

Somewhere  in the far future, mankind succeeded in building the first artificial beings from biological and electronic
components.

Not surprisingly, one of their first applications were as highly intelligent battle drones. These drones are called Bionics. The
Bionics constantly enhance their artificial brains by learning rapidly from all previous perceptions. Their self-awareness

develops day by day. Eventually, they chose to turn against their creators.
All training rooms in the laboratory are now occupied by aggressive battle machines. Their utmost desire is to survive in all

scenarios and to preserve autonomy.

Your mission is to eliminate all hostile drones fighting to keep their recently gained autonomy.
A remote-controlled drone is the only way to defeat the rebels by using two methods that go hand in hand: shooting and

morphing.
Unfortunately, your starter drone is too weak to compete with much stronger opponents. Therefore, morph into more powerful
drones in order to benefit from their abilities for a limited time. Here's the drawback: you cannot morph without energy packs

dropped by killed drones which leads back to method one - shooting.

The game is a tribute to the memorable Paradroid.
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biodrone battle steam. biodrone battle

I typically read the negative reviews before purchasing a game. I found there were only 6, none of which really explain why the
game was good or bad. One guy b!tched about misspellings (which is rampant in many games, especially RPG Maker games). I
found a few, but you can tell the creator is an actual adult with the capability to use correct grammer and context. I have played
RPG Maker games where the dialogue was an adolescent nightmare. This was not at all the case.

One other person complained about the graphics...really? Considering this is a game with a sole purpose to be a nostalgic 8-bit
rpg, it is exactly what you would pay for. It is exactly what is proposes: a light-hearted 8-bit rpg that gives tribute to a time when
console rpg's were simple, protagonistic, and fun, with a few tropes woven in that are not obvious.

As disappointing as my experiences have been with RPG Makers games, this is one I am glad I played. It is very
straightforward, well written, and the combat system is unique, making the player have to think about their moves instead of just
hitting "X" every fight. The creator seemed to actually care about what he was creating, and it shows.. this game
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665lmao. Point perfect is a rage game where you are a mouse and you have to detroy
enemies, defeat bosses, and complete minigames. In the game you begin with 3 classes: Vitality (You start with 3 lives), Utility
(Your attacking square gets larger), and Greed (You get points 30 frames quicker than normal). I think it is a good way to waste
time on a Saturday morning and will make your mouse skills increase. I give this game a 9\/10 rating.. Bloody Walls, a free-to-
play clicker game developed and published by L. Scotch, doesn’t start off with any real sense of a storyline – everything you
learn is inferred. With a clock set to 00:00 and a couple of antidotes at the ready, you, the apparent hero, are the last hope of a
room full of survivors trying to withstand a possible zombie outbreak. With little more than a gun and gumption, you enter the
elevator and begin your ascent into the zombie-filled floors. Your goal seems pretty straightforward – kill all zombies and
ensure the survival of your ragtag group of what is surely the last remnants of humanity.. Awful game! Waste of money.
Incredibly slow to set up a game. Incredibly slow to load a previous save, to save a game or really do anything else for that
matter. Nothing is explained properly, trades are confunsing (even on simplified).
Don't buy!!!!!
. A small and fun tower defence game. Though it's not adding anything new to the genre and is kind of generic, it's still fun
enough and worth playing if you are into tower defence games. You get to play through 40 levels of naval battles. Build giant
crossbows, cannons, and other mounted guns to take down pirate ships that are coming at your base kamikaze style.

The variety in enemy ships is quite big and each one has its own distinct weaknesses which you have to exploit via certain
towers. The towers mostly come in 4 basic types, which in turn can be upgraded into other types. You have crossbows which are
fast but weak. Cannons which are slower but strong. Artillery which are very slow but can hit groups. And finally the support
buildings that generate you money on a regular basis, which I think is a pretty cool idea in a game like this.

The levels are divided into 2 acts: Caribbean Sea (first 20 levels) and Arctic Ocean (last 20). When you beat each level, you get
a rating out of 3 stars. Not letting any enemy attack your base grants you 3 stars. If, however, some did manage to damage it,
you get only 1 or 2 stars. Unfortunately the stars do not mean anything in this game. In other tower defence games the stars act
as upgrade points of some kind, hence incentivizing the player to replay missions and do better. But this game doesn't do that
and collecting stars is only there for boasting.

The upgrades are instead handled via collecting barrels, which randomly drop from destroyed enemies. There are tonnes of
upgrades for each tower and magic spell, and you're unlikely to upgrade everything by playing through the game once. This
means you might occasionally have to grind for barrels by replaying earlier levels, which is a bit of a bad design in my opinion
(when in doubt, keep replaying level 20 of Caribbean Sea; it gives A LOT of barrels usually). What's worse about this design,
some of the tower spots on each map are locked and require you to spend several of your barrels before you can build anything
on those spots. Those are usually good, strategic spots, so you have to either waste some of your precious barrels on one map, or
compromise on your setup.

Visuals are very beautiful and shiny. Sound effects are nice, and the music is all right, although you pretty much have the same
short track playing in every level, so a bit more musical variety would've been nice.

Overall this is a fun TD game. There are better TD games out there, but if you're looking for a new one that you haven't played
yet, then this one is well worth a try, since it's very affordable and will entertain you for several hours.. The game is sooooo long
that you need to play in accelerate mode. It is just so slow.... Cosmophony starts out as a rhythm game and ends as a hardcore
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memorization game. It also starts very simple and ends brutally difficult.

I wish there were more levels that you could play without having to memorize them (I wish there were more levels at all, there's
only 5). The music is amazing and the mechanics can be fun, but by the final level you have a certain specific path that you can't
deviate from at all, and it becomes entirely about remembering what comes next and what specific moves to make when that
happens, with the music giving you cues. The previous level is similar, but with a little more room for variety, and the first three
are more like other rhythm games. Those I played though on the first try for 1 & 2, and a restart or two on 3.

Overall I did have a good time with the game, and I'd recommend it to people who don't get frustrated easily, like D&B (or
uptempo electronic music in general), and can handle a challenge. Just remember that it's going to be your memorization skills
being challenged much more than your twitch gaming reflexes or sense of rhythm.
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While it breaks my heart to say, I'm pretty sure this game's development is over. No updates in 6 months. Don't buy. :(. i hate to
say it but the game is dead. My favorite type of game, I don't know why developers do not create more of them! I loved the
beautiful graphics except the scenery doesn't have any motion such as swimming ducks, moving waves etc. Smooth gameplay.
The graphics are very good, that's certainly a plus. There is a timed and relaxed mode. Great if you wanna relax.. A Stroke of
Fate: Operation Valkyrie is a typical point-and-click adventure containing dry, emotionless, and uninspiring voice actors. They
really should have done the game in German with English subtitles or at least cast actors with German accents. But even then,
when you supply actors with no personality, it wouldn't have mattered much.

The story takes place after the failed attempt of the original Operation Valkyrie and you play the role of an SS Officer with a
secret desire to carry on the mission. Many of the clickable objects provide a mini 1940s German history lesson. It's slightly
interesting, but the storytelling is pretty bland making this a boring experience overall.. best mecha game for vr?
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